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YOUR RELIABLE 
PARTNERS 

JEANS AND CHINO
PANTHS AUTOMATES

 
 





TROUSERS RIGHT AND LEFT PANELS 
 

CAN BE SEWED AT THE SAME TIME
 

CAPACITY: 9000 PANELS / 540 MIN.
 

SKU: KLR 400                                           DOUBLE HEAD SERGING AUTOMATIC SEWING MACHINE 
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SPECIAL DESIGN 
BEST  INOVATION  

IN THE WORLD 









3 needle feed off the arm machine stitching.
Seiko full oil circulation. 
Length from 2.5mm to 5 mm.
 Direct eccentric drive. 
Special transmission. 
Automatic foot lift. 
Servo electronic engine. 
Max sewing speed:5000 R.P.M 
L type adjustable table 
ZD 1001 thread cutting system(Optional)
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KZ-1060-JL-TFR                 HIGH SPEED FEED-OFF-THE ARM FOR HEAVY MATERIAL
 

 

Technical Features

KZ 1060 JL 
GAUGE SIZE 

1/8-1/8







SPECIAL DESIGN
ULTRASONIC

CUTTING  
 

PLC screen counter system
that can count the work you
do, a system suitable for
working at maximum speed,
the ability to be deactivated
with a single button when
you do not need it.
Hinged side cover system
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Automated Sewing Machines

Disassembled top table that
facilitates the flow of work,
stainless body structure
Design applicable to all brands
and models
Minimum footprint

 FRK-707-TR                                                      UNIVERSAL AUTOMATIC STACKER UNIT
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Interline Cutting and feeding system at desired
length under the button.
Standard stopping position due to special
transport system.
Easy to adjust ofdifferent sizes.
Excellent Stitch quality.
Oil free working enviroment.
Automatic tension system patented
Automatic thread trimming and thread wiper.
Memory function pf 50 different bartacking style
Driect Drive servo motor technology(3200rpm)
Belt free vibration free and silent working
enviroment.
High efficiency-Outstanding performance
Maximum energy saving
Optional: XLC big rotary hook

Automated Sewing Machines

EPZ-409-TR-SYSBPA                            FEEDING AUTOMAT SYSTEM FOR UNDER BACK POCKET ATTACHING
 



Interline Cutting and feeding system at desired length under the button.
Standard stopping position due to special transport system.
Easy to adjust ofdifferent sizes.
Excellent Stitch quality.
Oil free working enviroment.
Automatic tension system patented
Automatic thread trimming and thread wiper.
Memory function pf 50 different bartacking style
Driect Drive servo motor technology(3200rpm)
Belt free vibration free and silent working enviroment.
High efficiency-Outstanding performance
Maximum energy saving
Optional: XLC big rotary hook.
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Automated Sewing Machines

EPZ-408-TR-SYSBLA                 FEEDING AUTOMAT SYSTEM FOR UNDER BELT LOOP ATTACHING
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Type Power supply Used Air sewing machine Head Maximum sewing speed Seam length Hem
circumference size Three rolls Width Start sewing Start sewing End Machine dimensions
for Bottom
specification
Front stitch Back stitch (optional) 200 ~ 240V Single-phase 50 / 60Hz (depending on the specifications of
the shipping destination)
0.5Mpa (5kgf / cm²)
JUKI DLN-6390-7 High Speed Cylinder Bed
1-needle lockstitch needle feed cauldron automatic thread trimmer sewing machine 4,000 rpm (variable
depending on pedal depression amount)
2.8mm (can be changed to 2.3 / 3.2 / 3.6mm) * Option: 2.1 / 2.5 / 4.2mm
280 ~ 600mm (hem width 140 ~ 300mm) 12.7 ~ 35mm * Option: 10-12mm
(Gauge mounting according to specifications) ★ 1 Automatic positioning by seam sensor
Pedal operation 750 (W) x 630 (D) x 1,300 (H) mm
(When the thread stand is attached 1,700 mm.)

Automated Sewing Machines

HAMS MHA-JBH200           AUTOMATIC JEANS LEG BOTTOM HEMMING MACHINE WITH JUKI DLN-6390-7

 



Automat has two chambers; each
chamber can pres sup to 60
pieces of denim which makes up
a total of 120. - Automat takes 5
minutes to press 120 pieces of
denim. - Productc are put into
the chambers by hand manually.
There is no need to fix the
products manually. - After the
products are put in the machine
all the rest of the operations are
automatically. - In pressing
section the denim pants are
pressed and the squeezing
process is done automatically.
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Automated Sewing Machines

 DSM-466-TR                                                                         DENIM SQUEEZING MACHINES
 

DSM-466-TR 
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Automated Sewing Machines

- The selected amount of tonnage pressure from the
screen is applied on the cloth. - Depending on what is
written on the screen automat can apply a force of
pressure between 50 kgs and 480 tons. - Wrinkles are
automatically fixed. - Speed can be adjusted on the
screen. - PLC remote service is possible online.

When the squeezing
process is done the
machine automatically
and rapidly empties its
chambers to the
crates. When the
operation finishes
there is no need to
separate the products
by hand.

 DSM-466-TR                                                                         DENIM SQUEEZING MACHINES
 






